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1. MY BACKGROUND AND ROLE WITHIN PINEWOOD SHEPPERTON PLC 

 

1.1 I am Nicholas Smith.  I have been the Commercial Director of Pinewood Shepperton plc 

(‘Pinewood’) since 2007.  From 2002, when I joined the Pinewood group, I was Pinewood's 

Sales Director.   

1.2 Prior to my time with Pinewood, I spent nearly 15 years in UK television working for London 

Weekend Television and United News and Media (‘UN&M’), owners of Meridian and Anglia 

TV. Whilst at UN&M I also held the role of Broadcast Director for Scottish Media Group and 

Ulster TV. 

1.3 My principal task is to persuade our UK and international film and TV customers to use 

Pinewood’s studios as the base for their productions.  My role as Commercial Director has 

evolved significantly over the past 8 years.  When I first came for an interview in 2001, the 

sign outside said “Pinewood Film Studios”, because that is what we did – we made films.  

However, the business has transformed beyond all recognition in the past decade: television 

production has become a major activity at Pinewood; our relationship with our film 

customers has changed fundamentally as digital 3D replaces traditional 35mm cinefilm 

technology, and more and more countries around the world strive to develop their own film 

and television infrastructure. 

1.4 Pinewood’s respect and influence in Hollywood has grown accordingly.  Today I not only 

have direct access to the key players in Los Angeles but also our brand is in such high 

demand internationally that we have exported Pinewood-branded studios to Germany, 

Canada, Malaysia and the Caribbean. This has meant that our commercial proposition has 

developed to the point where I have now set up Pinewood offices in Los Angeles, Toronto 

and Kuala Lumpur.  Last year, Paul Baker, my UK sales director relocated to Los Angeles to 

run our North American sales operations.  Similarly, I have appointed David Godfrey, 

previously head of UK studio operations, as Director of International Operations.  

1.5 These developments give me and my team a clear insight into trends in filming and our 

client's requirements.  Whilst Pinewood has, to date, offered a unique set of studio 

production facilities, I am acutely aware of our clients' frustrations in an era of escalating 

budgets, cost constraints, health and safety regulations and green initiatives.  As a result I 

feel strongly that Project Pinewood will offer multiple solutions to these issues, and the UK is 

in a position to lead the world with this initiative.  

1.6 As part of my role I regularly meet with senior executives from all the major film production 

companies.  From the USA, this includes Sony Picture Entertainment, Walt Disney Pictures, 

Warner Bros., Universal Pictures, Paramount Pictures, Twentieth Century Fox and MGM 

(collectively ‘the Hollywood Studios’).  In addition, there are many successful smaller 

companies such as Lionsgate, Walden Media, The Weinstein Co., Legendary Pictures, Marvel 

and Dreamworks (collectively ‘the Mini Majors’).  I also meet with the US television 

broadcast and cable channels such as CBS, ADC, HBO and Fox Television who have a 

particular interest in Pinewood Studios and want to explore, budgets permitting, a way of 

filming in the UK.  Hollywood is becoming expensive, even for television. 
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1.7 Outside the US studios, in the UK and Europe, I am in contact with many successful film 

producers and their companies such as DNA, Working Title Pictures, Scott Free Productions 

and Optimum and of course we have significant dealing with all UK television broadcasters 

(BBC, ITV, C4, Sky) and a host of independent television and commercial production 

companies. 

2. RESPONDING TO MARKET CHANGES 

2.1 Back in 2002, the market for “tentpole” (major blockbuster) feature film production was still 

centred in Hollywood, New York and London. Serious film and television producers would 

not consider Hungary, Romania or the Czech Republic as credible alternatives to western 

studios for their productions. Since then we have seen not only Eastern Europe but also 

countries as far away as New Zealand and China develop their film facilities and offer a 

viable, cost-effective alternative to producing films in Hollywood or the UK. 

2.2 Pinewood has taken the initiative at every opportunity to encourage production to stay in 

the UK.  For example, we have installed several miles of fibre optic cable around the studios 

in order that we can link directly to Soho and Los Angeles to provide cutting edge broadband 

connectivity for our customers; we rebuilt the fire ravaged 007 stage in less than 6 months 

during 2006/07 to ensure continuity of service to our customers, whilst at the same time 

providing them with a facility fit for 21st century filming. 

2.3 An important fact to consider here is that the physical production studios in Hollywood have 

replaced the production of film with a significant volume of television production.  It is a 

regular cause for complaint from my film customers that, even if they wanted to, they 

cannot get access to the film stages at Warners, Universal or Fox – because they are 

completely filled with TV shows.  As an example, Warner Bros have a studio with 36 stages in 

Burbank California.  At any one time over 30 of these stages are full with TV.  This is why we 

currently have 6 Warners' films shooting in the UK, from Sherlock Holmes to Wrath of the 

Titans and Gravity – and most films will require exterior domestic or international locations.  

I know that my clients would welcome the opportunity to shoot the entirety of their film 

with South Bucks doubling for Central Europe if they could.  

3. WHAT DO FILM AND TELEVISION PRODUCERS WANT FROM THEIR STUDIOS? 

3.1 Pinewood Studios is the UK’s largest production facility.  It is one of the world’s premier 

studios and has evolved a bespoke and unique offering to support all forms of audio-visual 

content production.  Scale is important to attract and service a broad range of customer 

types, particularly for tentpole films.  In Europe, only Pinewood can provide the scale and 

capacity to deal with these productions.  Over the past few years we have re-established the 

UK as the destination for key tentpole productions and also for technically intricate and 

difficult productions that require sate of the art visual effects and a talented labour force 

whose capabilities are not found anywhere else in the world.  Often when I arrive in Los 

Angeles, I am amazed at how many billboards I see on the ten mile drive between the 

Airport and Hollywood which advertise films that have been made in the UK and particularly 

at Pinewood Studios – The Bourne Ultimatum, Gulliver’s Travels, The Wolfman, Robin Hood 

and, coming out soon, X-Men: First Class, Pirates of the Caribbean: On Stranger Tides and 
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Captain America.  These last three films are extremely important to mention because the 

first three X-Men movies were filmed in Vancouver; none of the previous Pirates films from 

Disney were made in the UK, and with Captain America this was the first time that Marvel 

had ever made a film in England. 

3.2 Why has this happened?  Of course it is true that the UK currently offers a good exchange 

rate for the US dollar and provides fiscal incentives that our US customers understand. 

Equally important is the fact that Pinewood has worked tirelessly over the past few years to 

convince 20th Century Fox that England is a better place to make X-Men than Canada; to 

persuade Disney that you can make a Pirates film at Pinewood Studios and to convince 

Marvel that South Bucks really is a better place to make a "super hero" movie rather than 

Manhattan Beach in Southern California.  This is all because we have the conviction that the 

UK is the best place in the world to make a film and we have the trust of our customers to 

deliver on that promise. 

3.3 All this effort on our behalf has generated many £millions of inward investment into the UK 

which creates employment and financial benefits far beyond Pinewood Studios and South 

Bucks.  Project Pinewood is the next phase of delivery to our customers, convincing them to 

come to the UK and to stay in the UK for their location shoots. 

3.4 Specialist television studios and film soundstages are very distinct in their function from 

warehouses or factory space.  Notable distinctions are the spatial ratios of width to length 

and height to accommodate lighting rigs, the clear span built area and structural strength to 

accommodate film set construction and rigging for set pieces, props or aerial work. 

3.5 Obviously, acoustic integrity is important, as well as the provision of multiple utilities to 

support the power consumption of lighting, gas, compressed air and lifting gear which are all 

specific to production needs. 

3.6 Flooring types, access provision, tanks and smoke exhaust systems are all integrated in 

various combinations into film stages and television studios. 

3.7 Television studios are now digital domains with complex lighting systems, sound recording 

and production galleries.  TV studios also require precise laser-levelled flooring specifications 

and the ability to host audiences in addition to all the functionality of film stages. 

3.8 Film and television sets come in all shapes and sizes and therefore it is essential to have a 

wide variety of stages and studios to best fit a production’s need.  At Pinewood Studios for 

instance, stages range in size from 2,000 sq ft to 59,000 sq ft. 

3.9 Productions may also require several stages at the same time as well as the support facilities 

to go with them.  This is to facilitate the optimum use of time and resources for cast and 

crew.   

3.10 The common way of working for a large film production will involve filming by the first unit 

(a unit is essentially a director with camera, lighting, sound and all the supporting crew and 

technicians) with the principal cast filming on one stage, a second unit filming on another 

stage set with supporting cast, whilst a third unit is on location or setting up a sequence such 
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as a stunt shot. At the same time there will be a construction crew striking another set or 

building for a new scene.  Throughout this process, the production office will be organising 

schedules, redrafting scripts, managing the production’s finance, clearing logistical issues, 

arranging location transport, permits or resources.  The producers will be negotiating 

contracts and liaising with the funding parties.  The director’s office will be considering the 

script, acting and creative issues, viewing previously shot material, editing material, setting 

and reviewing the VFX (visual effects) and CGI (computer-generated imagery) shots, 

considering the audio elements and musical score, amongst a host of other activities. 

3.11 Most of these workstreams will be happening in parallel rather than in sequence or in the 

chronology of the film’s story. 

3.12 The role of Pinewood Studios is to support these functions and provide the most efficient 

use of assets.  Pinewood regularly does this for multiple film, television and commercial 

productions at the same time. 

3.13 Project Pinewood will extend Pinewood Studios’ ability to provide these services in a number 

of ways.   

3.14 Being inside a studio which is familiar with the work and pressures of production is one 

matter.  Being on location away from your production base multiplies the issues and 

challenges which I have illustrated above. 

3.15 Project Pinewood’s streetscapes with built-in power supply, fibre technology, camera angles 

and demountable street furniture will deliver unparalleled cost advantages to producers and 

significantly reduce the carbon footprint of film and television production. 

3.16 If you, a film or television producer, have taken your principal unit (which could be as many 

as 200 people) to Paris to shoot a scene integral to your script and the weather forecast says 

tomorrow it will rain, your high profile cast and talented production crew will be left waiting 

around in hotels for the weather to clear. 

3.17 A typical shooting schedule in Pinewood Studios would be 60 to 70 days, and if your film 

costs $50m to $100m to make, then each day lost to the weather represents a significant 

cost to the production.   With Project Pinewood, on a bad weather day, you will be able to 

simply plan to walk back to Pinewood Studios' stages and get on with all the other tasks to 

be completed. 

3.18 Project Pinewood will offer a much greener concept than a traditional production shoot 

today.  That is an increasingly important issue for film and TV producers. 

3.19 Project Pinewood will help to keep the craft and talent elements based in the UK rather than 

crewing up locally and offering employment and training elsewhere in Europe.  This fact is 

particularly important for UK based television production where broadcasters are coming 

under increasing pressure to deliver a quality film or TV series at a reduced cost.  

3.20 For example, taking the cast and crew of Eastenders, Spooks or Silent Witness (all BBC 

productions) to a European location would no longer be necessary if Project Pinewood were 
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a reality.  There are many other examples of UK TV productions shooting abroad that could 

remain in the UK in Project Pinewood.  Similarly with film; imagine the scene from the 

Bourne Ultimatum where they were in London in the morning, Paris in the afternoon and 

Moscow in the evening - the same scenario applies: production remains in the UK, 

employment remains in the UK, income is spent in the UK and the film’s carbon footprint is 

significantly reduced. 

3.21 Access to residential accommodation within Project Pinewood for production personnel will 

be available.  More importantly will be the ready access to a labour supply with a wide range 

of skills to work on productions.  Many employees in the film industry regularly work long 

and irregular hours.  Living in Project Pinewood will not just provide economic benefits but 

could promote more family time and less travelling for those who work in the creative 

industries. 

3.22 Film and television producers with whom I have spoken about Project Pinewood instantly 

understand the concept and have embraced the prospect of filming there with enthusiasm. 

3.23 My commercial and sales experience has highlighted to me that Project Pinewood is a 

proposition that appeals not only to the screen entertainment sector but will also accelerate 

the pace at which Pinewood Studios continues to develop and enhance its international 

standing for the future. 

3.24 As I lead the sales effort for Pinewood, I and my team are constantly aware of the 

competitive challenges being mounted by territories all around the world.  The ability to 

present Pinewood with its studios and facilities and Project Pinewood with its creative 

population, streetscapes and efficiency will drive national production as well as inward 

investment into the UK and to Pinewood Studios.  

3.25 From Toronto in Canada to Doha in Qatar, and from Mumbai in India to Shanghai in China, I 

am aware that other countries are interested in this concept and are looking for ways to 

emulate this innovative idea.  Our key advantage and defence to such a threat is Pinewood’s 

existing reputation and assets combined with such an inspiring and visionary project in an 

area where creative talent is so abundant. This powerful combination would be difficult to 

reproduce anywhere else and together gives the UK a real competitive edge.  The positive 

impact of Project Pinewood would result not only in economic benefit for Pinewood but also 

our sector and the economy as a whole.  

4. SUMMARY 

4.1 As the Commercial Director for Pinewood, my role is to persuade UK and International film 

and TV customers to use Pinewood's studios.  Consequently I deal with key players in Los 

Angeles and regularly meet senior executives from all the major film production companies. 

4.2 As our market changes, so Pinewood responds, taking initiatives to encourage production to 

stay in the UK. 

4.3 As the UK's largest production facility, Pinewood alone in Europe can provide the scale and 

capacity to accommodate major blockbuster feature films and, in recent years, Pinewood 
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has re-established the UK as the destination for them.  Our customers trust us to deliver on 

our promise. 

4.4 Pinewood offers specialist television studios and film sound stages which are very distinct in 

their functionality. 

4.5 Project Pinewood will extend Pinewood Studios' ability to provide its services in a number of 

ways. 

4.6 Film and television producers with whom I have spoken about Project Pinewood instantly 

understand the concept and have embraced the prospect of filming there with enthusiasm.  

4.7 Combining our reputation and assets with Project Pinewood, an inspiring and visionary 

project, will give the UK a real competitive edge.  


